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3.1. ELECTRIC TUGS

The electric tug is a very user-friendly transport method 
to move transport carts, roll containers and other rolling 
carts without physical strain. Thanks to their high pulling 
power, our electric tugs make your hard work light, safe 
and even pleasant. The range is designed for a variety 
of applications and loads, so it’s up to you to select the 
correct version according to your needs.
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Overview

What is the needed pulling 
capacity?

6000 kg

3500 kg

2500 kg

1500 kg

1000 kg Standard models

Model with 
brake 
(p. 157)

Lifting model 
(p. 158)

Model with 
brake 
(p. 157)

Model with 
brake 
(p. 157)

Model with 
platform for 

goods 
(p. 159)

Model with 
platform for 

the driver  
(p. 160)

Steel version 
(p. 156)

Model with 
platform for 

the driver 
(p. 160)

Stainless 
steel versions 

(p. 161)

Steel versions
(p. 154 - 155)
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Electric tugs  
standard models

The electric tugs make moving 
heavy shopping trolleys, hospital beds, 
transport and industrial trolleys and roll 
containers easier in an ergonomic way. 

This compact device can easily be controlled 
without physical efforts. You efficiently 
transport roll containers and other rolling 
transport trolleys to the desired location .

Thanks to our standard electric tugs, it 
is possible to move heavy loads with less 
manpower and at a higher speed. Naturally, 
this leads to an extremely efficient work 
process. The range features different 
models and options. Ready to facilitate your 
job?

 › Powered by a powerful and efficient electric motor to move 
heavy materials

 › Easy to move heavy loads on wheels
 › No physical effort
 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 

battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 › Pulling power: 1000 kg
 › Working height: 900 mm
 › Total length: 600 mm
 › Total width: 440 mm
 › DC motor
 › Built-in battery 22 Ah
 › Weight: 43 kg
 › Model: MPL0007
 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and 

powder-coated finish

REF 141TA1353 - solid tyres
REF 144TA4539 - non-marking tyres
REF 141TA1354 - solid tyres, equipped with hook

Technical specifications:
 › Brake 
 › (Special) hooks
 › Horn
 › Ignition key
 › Remote control 
 › Non-marking wheels

Available on request 

Electric tugs  
standard models

The electric tugs make moving 
heavy shopping trolleys, hospital beds, 
transport and industrial trolleys and roll 
containers easier in an ergonomic way. 

This compact device can easily be controlled 
without physical efforts. You efficiently 
transport roll containers and other rolling 
transport trolleys to the desired location .

Thanks to our standard electric tugs, it 
is possible to move heavy loads with less 
manpower and at a higher speed. Naturally, 
this leads to an extremely efficient work 
process. The range features different 
models and options. Ready to facilitate your 
job?

 › Powered by a powerful and efficient electric motor to move 
heavy materials

 › Easy to move heavy loads on wheels
 › No physical effort
 › Exchangeable battery accelerates your recharging process
 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 

battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 › Pulling power: 1000 kg
 › Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 900 - 1150 mm
 › Folded height: 770 mm
 › Total length: 600 mm
 › Total width: 440 mm
 › DC motor
 › Removable battery 22 Ah
 › Weight: 43 kg
 › Model: MPL0001
 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and powder-

coated finish
 › Standard equipped with brake

REF 141TA2407 - solid tyres
REF 165TA9401 - non-marking tyres
REF 165TA9402 - solid tyres, equipped with lithium battery
REF 165TA9403 - solid tyres, equipped with hook

Technical specifications:
 › (Special) hooks
 › Horn
 › Ignition key
 › Remote control 
 › Non-marking wheels
 › Lithium battery: REF 166TA1251
 › Second battery: REF 166TA1311

Available on request 

Example of hook Example of hook

http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA1353
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA1354
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2407
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=144TA4539
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9401
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9402
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9403
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1251
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1311
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Electric tugs  
standard models

The electric tugs make moving 
heavy shopping trolleys, hospital beds, 
transport and industrial trolleys and roll 
containers easier in an ergonomic way. 

This compact device can easily be controlled 
without physical efforts. You efficiently 
transport roll containers and other rolling 
transport trolleys to the desired location .

Thanks to our standard electric tugs, it 
is possible to move heavy loads with less 
manpower and at a higher speed. Naturally, 
this leads to an extremely efficient work 
process. The range features different 
models and options. Ready to facilitate your 
job?

 › Powered by a powerful and efficient electric motor to move 
heavy materials

 › Easy to move heavy loads on wheels
 › No physical effort
 › Exchangeable battery accelerates your recharging process
 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 

battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 › Pulling power: 1500 kg
 › Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 900 - 1150 mm
 › Folded height: 770 mm
 › Total length: 600 mm
 › Total width: 475 mm
 › DC motor
 › Removable battery 22 Ah
 › Weight: 105 kg
 › Model: MPL0008
 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and powder-coated finish
 › Standard equipped with brake

REF 141TA2408 - solid tyres
REF 165TA9404 - non-marking tyres
REF 165TA9405 - solid tyres, equipped with lithium battery
REF 165TA9406 - solid tyres, equipped with hook

Technical specifications:

 › (Special) hooks
 › Horn
 › Ignition key
 › Remote control 
 › Non-marking wheels
 › Lithium battery: REF 166TA1251
 › Second battery: REF 166TA1311

Available on request 

Electric tugs  
heavy-duty models

This type is primarily used to move extra 
heavy loads, with weights of up to 6000 kg.

This electric tug uses an interchangeable 
hook system. Ask for the specific hook 
you need on the shop floor and we will 
customise the hook according to your 
needs.

Discover the different available models at 
the bottom. 

 › Powered by a powerful and efficient electric motor to move 
extra heavy loads

 › Interchangeable hook system offers you the possibility to 
move multiple applications

 › Freely programmable speed and acceleration based on 
your own needs

 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 
battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features
 › (Special) hooks
 › Horn
 › Ignition key
 › Remote control 
 › Non-marking wheels

Available on request 

 › Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 750 - 1150 mm
 › DC motor 
 › External charger 
 › Type of tyres: solid tyres

 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and 
powder-coated finish

 ›  Standard equipped with brake

Technical specifications

Pulling power Total length of the 
electric tug

Total width of the 
electric tug

Battery Weight  
(battery included)

Model REF

kg mm mm kg
2500 755 505 Built-in 80 Ah 256 MPL0002 141TA2229
3500 913 505 Built-in 80 Ah 300 MPL0009 141TA2230
6000 950 800 Removable 80 Ah 700 MPL0004 141TA2231

http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2229
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2230
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2231
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2408
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9404
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9405
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9406
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1251
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1311
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Electric tug 
lifting model

The MPL0005 is the appropriate electric tug 
to move carts or racks of up to 1250 kg.  
This version is a lower model than the 
standard versions, and is equipped with a 
hydraulically operated towing hook allowing 
for easy transport of carts and low trolleys. 

The tug lifts one side of the cart off the 
ground in order to get the cart moving. This 
means that this device is extremely suitable 
for carts with wheels on one side only. In 
addition, the high manoeuvrability allows for 
easy transport, even in confined spaces.

 › Low model to drive under carts and containers
 › High manoeuvrability for easy transport
 › Transforms heavy physical labour into a lightweight task
 › Freely programmable speed and acceleration based on 

your own needs
 › Especially used in the airport industry
 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 

battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 › Horn
 › Ignition key
 › Remote control 
 › Second lithium battery: REF 166TA1251

Available on request 
 › Pulling power: 2500 kg
 › Load capacity: 1250 kg
 ›  Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 750 - 1150 mm
 › Total length: 958 mm
 › Total width: 478 mm 
 › DC motor
 › Removable 22 Ah lithium battery
 › External charger
 › Weight (battery included): 154 kg
 › Model: MPL0005
 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and 

powder-coated finish

REF 144TA4541

Technical specifications

Electric tug  
platform model

Moving loads is considerably simplified by 
means of this MPL0006 electric tug. This 
electric tug, equipped with a platform, 
allows you to push or pull a wide variety of 
loads, with weights up of to 1000 kg. The 
platform has a carrying capacity of no less 
than 300 kg. Transporting bags of cement, 
feed, bins ... suddenly becomes a piece of 
cake. 

The solid rubber tyres provide a low rolling 
resistance, which results in a lower energy 
consumption of the tug. These tyres are less 
sensitive to wear and can't be punctured.

 › Possibility to add goods on the platform that can't be 
pulled

 › Low rolling resistance thanks to the rubber tyres
 › Electric traction makes easy transporting possible
 › Freely programmable speed and acceleration based on 

your own needs
 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 

battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 › Horn
 › Ignition key

Available on request 

 › Pulling power: 1000 kg
 › Load capacity: 300 kg
 › Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 1160 - 1340 mm
 › Total length: 1330 mm
 › Total width: 800 mm
 › Dimensions of the platform: 1200 x 800 mm
 › DC motor
 › Built-in 18 Ah battery
 › Built-in charger
 › Weight (battery included): 85 kg
 › Model: MPL0006
 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and powder-

coated finish

REF 141TA2232

Technical specifications

http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2232
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=144TA4541
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1251
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Electric tugs  
platform models

These are electric tugs with a platform, but 
instead of carrying your load, it carries you 
as a driver. In this way, you can transport 
goods up to 2500 kg in an efficient and 
safe way. The back support ensures that 
a comfortable position can be assumed 
during transport.

 › Provided with platform so you don't need to walk next to 
your loads

 › Electric traction makes easy transporting possible
 › Freely programmable speed and acceleration based on 

your own needs
 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 

battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 ›  (Special) hooks
 ›  Horn
 ›  Ignition key
 ›  Remote control
 ›  Non-marking wheels
 › Second lithium battery: REF 166TA1251

Available on request 

 › Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 750 - 1150 mm
 › Total length: 1229 mm
 › Total width: 440 mm
 › DC motor
 › Built-in 18 Ah lithium battery
 › External charger
 › Weight (battery included): 70 kg
 › Made of steel with an electrolytically galvanised and 

powder-coated finish
 › Standard equipped with brake

REF 165TA9407 - 1000 kg - MPL0003
REF 165TA9408 - 2500 kg - MPL0010

Technical specifications

Electric tugs 
stainless steel

This stainless steel electric tug is corrosion-
resistant, making it the ideal device for use 
in the food or pharmaceutical industry.

This electric tug is resistant against 
powerful detergents and a wide range 
of temperatures. As a result, this type of 
electric tug is easy to maintain and can 
meet the highest hygiene standards.

In both the food and pharmaceutical sector, 
high numbers of carts, roll containers etc. 
must be transported to other workshops, 
and it's here that this electric tug proves to 
be the most suitable ergonomic tool.

 › Corrosion resistance makes this product ideal for use in 
wet conditions or environments with a specific level of 
cleanliness

 › Meets high hygiene standards ideal for the food and 
pharmaceutical industry

 › Freely programmable speed and acceleration based on 
your own needs

 › Standard equipped with basic module (mount for hook), 
battery charger and battery discharge indicator

Features

 › (Special) hooks
 › Horn
 › Ignition key
 › Remote control 
 › Lithium battery: REF 166TA1251
 › Second battery: REF 166TA1312

Available on request 

 › Pulling power: 1000 kg
 ›  Working height with adjustable tiller handle: 750 - 1150 mm
 › Total width: 440 mm
 › Total length: 600 mm
 › DC motor
 › Removable 18 Ah battery
 › External charger
 › Non-marking tyres
 › Weight (battery included): 43 kg
 › Made of stainless steel with a bead-blasted and oil-treated 

finish

REF 141TA2228 - without brake - MPLI0001
REF 141TA2406 - with brake - MPLI0002

Delivered without hook, available on request.

Technical specifications

delivered  
without hook 

http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2228
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=141TA2406
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9407
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=165TA9408
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1251
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1251
http://mytotalsource.tvh.com/Ecommerce/index.html?tvhref=166TA1312



